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Background  
University of Minnesota Libraries evaluated publishing platforms twice in recent years. The first 
time, in 2014, was an initial content creation infrastructure evaluation that coincided with the 
development of the Libraries’ Publishing Services program. The 2014 evaluation resulted in the 
selection of bepress Digital Commons and used a straight-forward, though robust, evaluation 
matrix. Platforms were ranked on a 0-5 scale by each member of the Evaluation Team across 6 
categories: software details, costs, public facing features, display customization, editorial 
backend, and additional services provided. Each of the categories were weighted based on use 
of software, value, and efficiency. A final report, summarizing results of the matrix, was drafted 
and submitted to a steering committee. Recommendations followed the Libraries’ standard 
decision making routes, and software was selected. 
 
In the early spring of 2017, University of Minnesota Libraries Publishing Services re-entered 
platform evaluation. After two years of providing publishing services, and with a growing 
portfolio of titles, Publishing Services had new customer and technology needs not addressed in 
the 2014 evaluation. The 2017 evaluation took a slightly different route than the 2014 platform 
evaluation. The Publishing Services Team communicated with vendors and software developers 
of platforms that either did not exist in 2014, and therefore were not included in that year’s 
evaluation, or platforms that had undergone significant developments in 2014. Unlike 2014, the 
Publishing Services Team had a clearer, more specific set of requirements and questions of 
publishing platforms. As part of the 2017 evaluation, vendors were also asked about company 
and development principles and business models. These questions were captured through 
in-person meetings and showcases, but did not fit nicely into the spreadsheet template from 
2014. Although the evaluation process varied from 2014, the 2017 result also included a written 
recommendation that followed the Libraries’ standard routes. (This report is included in the 
appendix of the Publishing Services Business Plan.)  

How our values helped us 
At the same time that UMN Publishing Services was re-entering platform evaluation, work was 
also being done to update the Services’ Business Plan and to create and adopt core principles 
for the service. The creation and adoption of core principles was accomplished through the work 
of a task force under my leadership. Drafting the principles with colleagues, including 
perspectives from digital humanities, copyright, and administration, allowed for language that 
was specific enough to describe our services, but broad enough to carry the services through 
the future. When it came time to meet with vendors to discuss publishing platforms, we spoke to 
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each vendor about or principles to help illustrate service-level values. I believe that opening with 
our own principles allowed vendors to better understand the questions we asked of them.  
 
Our core principles in University of Minnesota Libraries Publishing Services are as follows:  
 

● We believe the Libraries serves as a critical, central resource for publishing expertise on 
campus and our essential services should be offered without charge. 

● We support scholars by contributing quality, scholarly works to the public commons 
through open access publishing. 

● We practice transparent production processes in order to promote critical understanding 
of the publishing landscape’s range of production and economic models.  

● We support intellectual freedom by keeping the means of production in the hands of 
scholars. 

● We seek to create partnerships on campus and beyond, to help shape the future of 
scholarly publishing.  

● We support innovative publications and scholarly experimentation grounded in 
widely-used standards and time-proven practices. 

● We believe that the scholarly ecosystem works best when creators retain their copyright.  
● We leverage replicable and scalable tools and services to support the economic 

sustainability of common publishing activities on campus.  
● We work to decrease the cost of higher education for students through the production 

and integration of open content into course curriculum.  
● We provide leadership to the broader library publishing professional community on 

developing new models of scholarly publishing. 
 
The Publishing Services Philosophy of Service & Business Plan was approved by committee 
and Libraries’ administration in August of 2017. Guiding Principles can be found on page 3.  

Questions to ask: 
(Of note: University of Minnesota contracts follow a standard review by the Office of General Council. Contractual and 
legal questions and negotiations are not addressed in the text above or the questions below.)  
  

1. What are the vendor’s principles and business model?  
2. What are our principles and business model?  
3. Do our principles match or clash with the vendors? How so?  
4. What are our value-based expectations of the vendor?  
5. What is our plan when value-based expectations are not met?  
6. Who are the vendor’s other clients?  

a. What are the other clients’ value-based expectations?  
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b. What are the other clients’ principles?  
7. Is there room for partnership with the vendor?  

a. How does this work logistically ?  
b. How does this work philosophically?  

8. How does the vendor prioritize the needs of clients?  
9. Does the vendor have a method for product feedback? 

a. From clients?  
b. From our users?  

10. Does the vendor have a publically available roadmap for the product(s)?  
11. Does the vendor have a publically available roadmap for their company? 
12. Are we willing to bend our values or principles?  

a. Which ones?  
b. How far? 

13. How will we measure our commitment to our values/principles? 
a. How will we communicate as a team/library when we break our values or 

principles? 
b. How will we disagree about our commitments or actions? 

14. Do our institutional colleagues know and understand our values/principles?  
15. Do our clients/users know and understand our values/principles?  


